Description of the iliolumbar ligament for computer-assisted reconstruction.
The iliolumbar ligament (IL) was examined using morphometric and virtual methods. A macroscopic study was performed to measure the anterior (AIL) and the posterior part of the IL (PIL). Though being a widely accepted cause of low back pain and lumbosacral instability, the IL is neglected in computer-based biomechanical studies due to the lack of morphometric information. Frozen sections prepared from 29 human subjects were measured and 7-tesla MR images made to distinguish the AIL and PIL. Cuboids were designated as geometric figures to both parts of the ligament, allowing computer-based calculations of length, surface, volume and angle of positional relationships. Based on 7-tesla MR imaging, virtual reconstruction was conducted for one male pelvis, including the IL. While left- and right-side parameters varied at a statistically significant level, no gender-dependencies could be determined. Lengths of 30 and 25 mm were measured for the AIL and PIL, as well as heights of 17-19 mm, respectively, and a thickness of 4mm. Correlations between the side-dependent parameters and the AIL and the PIL of the same side indicate close functional relationships. Additional dependencies suggest that the IL is capable of compensating age-related as well as bone-attributed alterations in lumbosacral morphology. The IL data and the visualised ligament structures contribute to determination of the influence of the IL in spinal and sacroiliac stability by means of computer-assisted biomechanics.